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ABSTRACT

A series of wind tunnel tests were conducted by Bolt Beranek

and Newman Inc. (BBN) to evaluate the ground level wind

environment and provide guidance in the design of 53 State Street

to minimize wind impact on pedestrians.

A 1:400 scale model of the area surrounding the site in

Boston's Government Center (1600 ft radius) was placed in a

simulated earth's boundary layer in the BBN boundary layer wind

tunnel. The velocity at pedestrian level was measured using hot

wire anemometers, and a comparison was made of conditions with

and without the proposed building.

For preliminary design and final analysis, a statistical

algorithm was used to predict existing and expected probabilities

of exceeding hourly average and effective gust velocities of

varying intensity. The results were used qualitatively to guide

the design process and to evaluate the final design. The

predicted values are compared against proposed comfort criteria

derived from a variety of sources.
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INTRODDCTION

In the Government Center area of downtown Boston, the

development of high rise buildings has combined with Boston's

normally high winds to create an often windy and potentially

hazardous environment for pedestrians.

At the request of the development firm of Olympia and York,

their proposed development of 53 State Street was studied for

wind impact. A 1:400 scale model of the proposed building and

the area surrounding the site was constructed and several tests

were conducted to evaluate design feature-wind interaction and
subsequently to assess the pedestrian level wind environment.

In the summer of 1979, three design options were

qualitatively evaluated through tests in the Bolt Beranek and

Newman (BBN) boundary layer wind tunnel. These tests and the

interaction between architect and wind engineer were intended to

develop an inherent sensitivity to wind problems and thus insure

wind-conscious design.

Through subsequent interaction between the developer and

several Boston agencies, the final design retains the old Boston

stock exchange facade and synthesizes a tall glazed building with

the preserved facade. Elements of the final configuration were

arrived at through wind tunnel - design team interaction. The

bridge connecting the old and new sections of the development,

the height and shape of the atrium roof, and the tower roof were

all iteratively designed by comparing the effects of 14

permutations on three adjacent locations (locations which are

publicly considered windy)

.
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A cursory comparison between wind levels at 21 locations

under existing and proposed conditions guided selection of points

for final study and aided in identifying problem areas. The

final tests measured mean and standard deviation (A direct

indicator of relative gustiness) for 17 locations. In all but

two cases - locations which are indigenous to the proposed

project - a comparison is made between existing conditions* and

the proposed condition for seasonal and overall annual wind

velocities.

Section 1 of this report contains a summary of results of

the study. Section 2 provides the context within which the

conclusions should be interpreted, and the study methodology is

discussed in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide an assessment of

the existing conditions and a prediction of project impact

respectively. Appendix A provides a technical description of the

facilities and methodology employed for this study, and Appendix

B gives a detailed derivation of the proposed comfort criteria

used to evaluate the project. Appendices C and D provide the

comparison data and a full description of each sensor location in

terms of the experimental conclusions.

Includes buildings presently under or approved for construction.
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1. SUMB4ARY OF RESULTS

A total of 17 test sensor locations were evaluated for wind

speeds on and in the vicinity of the site of the proposed 53

State St. building. Figure 1 shows a map of these locations.

Table 1 lists the predicted effective gust velocities at each

location for the existing and proposed configurations. These

velocities will be exceeded for approximately 6.7% of each hour

for 1% of all hours per year (the wind speed is for gusts of

approximately 40 sec. duration)

.

The predicted wind speeds can be compared for existing and

proposed conditions to evaluate project impact. Based on the

derivation of Appendix B, a predicted effective gust velocity of

13.6 mps (30 mph) is considered the threshold of acceptability.

The existing environment in the vicinity of the project is

moderately windy. One location experiences winds on an overall

annual basis in excess of the proposed threshold. The impact of

the proposed project will be to decrease winds in some locations

while increasing the winds at others. The only location where an

existing windy condition is aggravated is at sensor 14 - the Old

Stock Exchange corner at Kilby and State Streets. Section 5 and

to a greater extent Appendix D provide complete descriptions of

the wind increase and its cause.
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BUILDING KEY

A. PROPOSED 53 STATE STREET
B. 60 STATE STREET
C. NEW ENGLAND MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK

D. CITY HALL
E. BOSTON COMPANY BUILDING
F. OLD STATE HOUSE
G. DEVONSHIRE TOWERS*
H. ONE POST OFFICE SQUARE*
I. FANEUILHALL
• UNDER CONSTRUCTION

FIG. 1. LOCATIONS OF PEDESTRIAN-LEVEL SENSORS IN
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF ANNUAL MEAN AND EFFECTIVE GUST WIND
SPEEDS (FOR MEAN WIND SPEED, THE PROBABILITY OF
EXCEEDING THE VALUE GIVEN IS 1.%. FOR THE EFFECTIVE
GUST WIND SPEED, THE VALUE GIVEN WILL BE EXCEEDED FOR
APPROXIMATELY 6.7% OF EACH HOUR FOR 1.0% OF ALL HOURS).

SENSOR LOCATION

"Ex:

V(MEAN)

mrr

V(EFF. GUST)

"kt; WI,

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

TT-
#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

#16

#17

7.9
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2. MEASURING WIND IMPACT

The winds blowing over the earth's surface are slowed and

mixed by interaction with trees, buildings, and other surface

roughnesses. The result of this interaction is that the average

wind speed increases with elevation above the local terrain up to

a level called the gradient height (usually 275-400 m, or

900-1350 ft) . Above this level, the wind speed is known to be

relatively constant and unaffected by the earth's surface

details.

High winds around a tall building result from the

interaction between the building and the higher-speed winds that

develop at greater heights. The pressure exerted on a building

varies with wind velocity, and pressures will be greater near the

top than near the bottom of the building. As a result of this

vertical pressure gradient, the air flows down the building from

the high pressure to the low pressure region. This phenomenon

results in wind speeds at ground level that are normally

associated with higher elevations. High wind at ground level is

most pronounced where tall buildings are surrounded by very low

buildings. Local examples of this situation include the

Prudential and John Hancock Towers. At ground level, the higher

winds are accelerated around building corners producing even

higher wind speeds. This corner flow is usually steady high-speed

wind that changes to gusty wind as it moves farther from the

building.

The presence of other buildings can redirect winds and cause

additional increases in wind speed due to funneling.

The complex flow phenomena resulting from the juxtaposition

of several buildings necessitate wind tunnel testing as a means
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of evaluating wind environment. The purpose of wind tunnel

testing is to predict the speed and frequency of ground-level

winds. Interpreting the results of a wind tunnel study requires

correlation between wind velocities and the resulting observable

effects.

The earliest attempt to relate wind speed to its visible

effects was made by Admiral Beaufort in 1805. His method, the

Beaufort Scale, allowed his crewmen to use the numbers on his

scale to estimate wind velocity by studying the effects of wind

on sails, ropes, and fellow crewmen. These Beaufort Scale forces

have been revised to reflect wind effects observed on land. The

revised Beaufort Scale formed the basis for comfort criteria used

in early wind tunnel studies. Recently, studies have focused on

the effects of wind on pedestrians in urban areas, and have led

to further refinement of proposed comfort criteria.

Appendix B provides a detailed description of the comfort

criteria developed for use in this study. The Beaufort Scale

implicitly includes the effects of gustiness. For urban winds,

where gusting can be severe, the effects described by Beaufort

may result from lower average wind speeds than those found in

rural or suburban areas. For this reason, any attempt to quantify

wind effects should account for the degree of gustiness. For this

study, an effective gust velocity has been developed, and a limit

for acceptability has been defined. The velocity computed is 13.6

mps (30 mph)

.

Where this velocity is exceeded for more than 1% of the

time, a location may be considered unacceptable by some users.

Allowing for the rural context within which the Beaufort Scale

was developed, this comfort level wind speed corresponds to the

strong breeze/moderate gale as described in Table 2.
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For mean wind speed, the probability of exceeding the value

given is 1.%. For the effective gust wind speed, the value given

will be exceeded for approximately 6.7% of each hour for 1.0% of

all hours.

These can be used to define a limit of acceptability because

the perceived quality of a wind environment is subjective, and it

varies with individual. Physical condition, mood, and degree of

preparedness all affect the impressions of people exposed to

wind. The limit suggested here is intended to represent the

threshold of possible danger to frail or handicapped persons and

is intended to be as realistic as possible. The actual opinions

of users of the proposed project will be the best measure of

acceptance

.
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TABLE 2. EXTRACTS FROM THE BEAUFORT SCALE

Force Description Wind Speeds* Specifications
(mph) <mps>
Mean Range

2 Light Brz. 5 4-7 Wind felt on face;
Gentle Brz. (4) (3-6) leaves rustle.

<1.2> <l-2>

3 Gentle Brz. 10 8-12 Leaves and small twigs
(8) (6-10) in constant motion; wind
<2.5> <1.8-3> extends flag.

4 Mod. Brz. 15 12-18 Raises dust and loose
(12) (10-15) papers; small branches
<3.7> <3-4.6> are moved.

5 Fresh Brz. 21 19-24 Small trees in leaf
(17) (15-20) begin to sway.
<5.2> <4.6-6.1>

6 Strong Brz. 28 25-31 Large branches in motion
(22) (19-25) Whistling heard in
<6.7> <5.8-7.6> telephone wires; use of

umbrellas difficult.

7 Mod. Gale 35 32-39 Whole trees in motion;
(28) (25-31) Inconvenience felt when
<8.5> <7.6-9.5> walking against wind.

8 Gale 42 39-46 Breaks twigs off trees;
(34) (31-38) Generally impedes
<10.4> <9.5-11.6> progress.

*These are wind speeds at a reference height of 10 m (30 ft)

nearer the ground - for example at 2 m (6 ft) - the speeds may be

about 80% of the mean speeds indicated, (figures shown in

parentheses, <meters per second>)

.
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3. STUDY METHODOLOGY

The experiments for this study were made in an atmospheric

boundary layer wind tunnel (see Fig. A.l, Appendix A). The

vertical wind speed profile was developed to be as realistic as

possible. It represents the winds as they exist around the

proposed site.

A scale model of the area including and surrounding the site

was placed in the wind tunnel. By turning the model, the wind

could be modeled for any direction. North wind was defined as

wind coming from the north.

Measurements of wind speed were made at several locations

around and within the proposed site area and were related to the

undisturbed winds upstream and above the model height. By

combining the measurements of wind speed with Boston's wind

climate history, predictions were made of how often winds might

exceed some specified velocity.

As a means of comparison, the effective gust wind velocity

was computed for each location. The velocity estimated is that

which will be exceeded, on the average, only 1% of the time. The

computed wind speeds for the existing and proposed configurations

can be compared to evaluate project impact and to predict

acceptability. The acceptability was estimated on the basis of

comfort criteria and was intended to provide insight into when

corrective measures might be necessary to maintain environmental

quality.

10
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4. EXISTING CONDITIONS

As was noted in a study by Cohen, et al, [1] the Government

Center area of Boston is windy by present standards, and Table 1

reflects this. One of the locations studied experiences winds for

which the predicted effective gust velocity exceeds the value

recommended in Appendix B as the limit for acceptability. This

location - the corner of State and Washington Streets - was

singled out in an earlier study by Chock and Durgin [2] as the

windiest in the vicinity of the proposed Devonshire Towers.

Although the above location is the only sensor location for

which winds are expected to exceed the threshold of acceptability

on an overall annual basis (that is averaging over all seasons),

it is not the only location where winds are high. Appendix C

lists other locations where the acceptability threshold is

exceeded for some portion of the year.

Sensor locations 13 and 14 - City Hall Plaza at Court St.

and the Corner of Kilby and State Streets respectively

experience high winds in the winter. The predicted effective gust

velocities for these locations are 13.8 and 14.2 respectively.

The existing conditions in the area of the site - including One

Post Office Square and Devonshire Towers - can be seen for the

most part to be acceptable. Although winds exceed the recommended

threshold of acceptability in three locations for certain periods

of the year, the degree to which the recommended threshold is

exceeded is small for most cases.

11
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5. EVALUATION OP IMPACT OP PROPOSED 53 STATE ST.

The predicted impact of the proposed building on the local

environment will be to increase winds in some locations and

relieve windiness in others. Table 1 and Appendix C provide the

predicted wind speeds, and impact at each location can be

evaluated accordingly. Appendix D provides a location by location

interpretation of experimental results.

For the purposes of providing an overview of impact and to

provide physical interpretation, attention will be focused on

three separate discussions; locations where winds are decreased,

locations where winds are unchanged, and locations where winds

increase

.

Although the numbers listed show slight increases or

decreases for several locations, where physical evidence is

lacking to support any conclusions, the differences may be

attributable to experimental inaccuracies. .^^.c^isi/ ^ "^^ ^^'^'^^^

The locations where the proposed building will improve the

wind environment include sensors 2, 12, 13, and 17. These

improvements are moderate and the greatest benefit will be

experienced at the plaza entry to 60 State Street (see Appendix

D) . The locations for which there will be no discernible effect

include 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The windiest location studied - sensor

3 - will be unaffected by the proposed project ( the high winds

at this location are due to southwest winds, one of Boston's

prevailing wind directions, and one from which wind speeds can be

high) .

The remainder of the locations studied experience wind

increases of varying degree. Locations 7 and 11 experience slight

12
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increases. Sensors 8, 9, and 10 measured larger increases in wind

speeds. In all of these cases, the predicted conditions remain

calm by neighborhood standards and the wind speeds predicted are

well below the proposed limit for acceptability. The location of

greatest concern is sensor location 14 - the corner of Kilby and

State Streets near the Old Stock Exchange (OSE) facade. Appendix

C shows an existing condition for winter with an effective gust

velocity greater than the proposed limit of acceptability. For

the proposed conditions, this winter wind speed gets higher and

the value for spring increases to above 13.6 mps. These increases

are due primarily to the interaction between easterly winds and

the OSE facade. The filling of the vacant lot at Kilby and

Exchange Place increases the area of building projected toward

the east. The existing conditions of high winds along State St.

draw more wind northward along Kilby and around the corner of the

OSE. Although the increases are not large, they aggravate an

existing condition of high winds. The winter and spring effective

gust velocities increase by 4% and 6% respectively. These

increases are not likely to be very noticeable, and the

preservation of the Old Stock Exchange facade precludes the

possibility of ameliorative measures.

13
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APPENDIX A
FACILITIES AND METHODOLOGY

A.l Facilities

The Boundary Layer Tunnel (BLT) is 18.3 m (60 ft) long with

a cross section 1.83 m (6 ft) x 2.44 m (8 ft) . Two turntables

are mounted within the floor to allow placement of a model at

either location (Fig. A.l).

The BLT is specifically designed to model atmospheric winds

by drawing air between spires at the bell mouth and over a long

fetch of roughness blocks. The spacing of spires and blocks can

be adjusted to create velocity profiles that accurately

generalize upwind terrain (Figs. A. 2 and A. 3).

The free stream velocity in the tunnel is variable in the

range of 0.3 - 10.7 mps (1 - 35 fps) , providing Reynolds numbers

up to 6.2x10^ per m (1.9xl0^/f t) . For urban studies, the model

is placed on the turntable farthest downstream. Measurements of

velocity profile, turbulence, and frequency spectra are made at

the upstream edge of the turntable. Flow rate is controlled by a

variable speed fan and is monitored by a pitot tube at the

turntable's upstream edge, at a height consistent with the

atmospheric gradient (top of the boundary layer).

A. 1.1 Hot wire system

The ground level winds were measured using a constant

temperature hot wire anemometer with linearized output and

special BBN-fabr icated probes.

A-1
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FIG. A. 2. VIEW OF INLET SECTION OF TUNNEL SHOWING SPIRES AND ROUGHNESS
ELEMENTS

.

A-

3
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FIG. A. 3. FULL LENGTH VIEW OF TUNNEL ROUGHNESS LOOKING UPSTREAM FROM
MODEL POSITION.

A-

4
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The voltage required to maintain constant temperature across

an exposed wire is proportional to radiational and connective

cooling. Using a Disa Model 55D05 constant temperature

anemometer and a Disa Model 55D15 linear izer, the output signal

is adjusted so zero flow and the free stream velocity correspond

to 0.0 and 1.0 volts respectively. The probe thus detects ground

level speeds as a direct percentage of gradient wind speed.

For analysis of wind spectra, a probe was placed at

successive heights and a Federal Scientific Model UA-500-1

"Ubiquitous" spectral analyzer was used. The signal then passed

through a Fluke digital voltmeter and binary coded decimal for

compilation by a Wang minicomputer. This allowed simultaneous

computation of mean, rms, and frequency content of one signal.

A Tektronix oscilloscope was used to allow constant

monitoring of the hot wire output signal. This allowed a

qualitative check on data as they were being taken. Figure A.

4

shows a flow diagram for the hot wire system and instrumentation.

For plotting v(mean) and v(rms), the linearized signal is

input to the plotting system (described in Sec. A. 1.2).

A. 1.2 Plotting system

The linearized signal from the hot wire probe is

simultaneously plotted as a mean and RMS output.

The signal passes through a low pass filter that removes the

time variant velocity component. Simultaneously, the signal

passes through a true RMS meter that removes the mean velocity.

An electric potantrometer , fixed to the turntable, drives

the X component of two x-y plotters. One complete rotation of

A-

5
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PROBE-

SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

X-Y PLOTTER

CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE
ANEMOMETER

LINEAR! ZER

DIGITAL VOLTMETER

BINARY COOED
DECIMAL

OSC tLLOSCOPE

••—TO PLOTTERS

DESK TOP
MINI COMPUTER

VISUAL CHECK

PR 1 NTER

V ,V . ,V ,V
mean m i n

.
' max ' rms

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

FIG. A. 4. HOT WIRE SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTATION FLOW CHART.

A-
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the turntable corresponds to one turn of a "compass." The y

component of each plotter is driven by one of the hot wire

signals - mean or RMS. The resulting plots are of mean and RMS

velocity vs azimuth. Each sensor location is monitored with

plots generated for two revolutions of the turntable - one

clockwise and one counterclockwise. Fig A. 5 shows the plotter

instrumentation and flow chart. Figs. A. 6 and A. 7 show mean and

RMS plots for a typical sensor location. For greater accuracy,

full scale for the RMS plots is 250 mv, or a magnification factor

of 4.

A. 1.3 Computer

The BBN computer was used for data digestion, parameter

computation, and statistical prediction. The system used is a

Digital Model K.A. computer hard wire linked to a terminal scope

through a BBN PTIP computer interface.

All programming was done in the Fortran language and

standard methods were employed.

Supplementary computing was performed by a Wang 700 Series

desk top computer (see Fig. A. 4) , as part of the data

acquisition. \

A. 2 Methodology

A. 2.1 Atmospheric boundary layer

A. 2. 1.1 Power Law Profile

A-

7
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FIG. A. 5. PLOTTER INSTRUMENTATION AND FLOW CHART.
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The earth's boundary layer is mathematically approximated by

the power law expression:

V

V. 'grad

a

grad

where x is the power law exponent and v is the velocity at

elevation z.

The Government Center area of Boston is an area of high-rise

development with a relatively open upstream exposure for easterly

winds. Pedestrian wind speeds are predominantly a function of

local building configuration and details, and to a lesser degree

influenced by the upstream velocity profile.

On the basis of estimates of the profile characteristics of

the open fetch, an exponent x = 0.24 was chosen as a compromise

between open and suburban conditions.

Because the profile applies at the upwind edge of the model,

the influence of the high-rise development is included as part of

the model.

The tests serve mostly to provide comparisons between

existing and proposed conditions and to accommodate the need for

continuity relative to azimuth, the wind profile is assumed to

follow a 0.24 power law for all azimuths approaching the site.

Figure A. 8 shows the velocity profile in the BLT with a

check of consistency across the tunnel.

A. 2. 1.2 Turbulence

"...The Earth's surface exerts on the moving air a

horizontal drag force, the effect of which is to retard the flow.

A-11
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This effect is diffused by turbulent mixing throughout a region

referred to as the atmospheric boundary layer" [10].

Turbulence is time-varying velocity superimposed on a mean

velocity as observed by a stationary observer. The stochastic

nature of the mixing phenomenon has led to mathematically

modeling turbulence as a Gaussian process.

A measure of turbulence is the rms or standard deviation of

the time varying velocity component;

V,rms
.t 2

Within the boundary layer, the mean velocity has been

modeled by a power law profile. The turbulence is modeled as the

quotient of ^rms/^mean' called turbulence intensity. On the

basis of logarithmic modeling of the mean velocity profile, the

theoretical profile of turbulence intensity is modeled as [10]

;

Cv'^]
^TURB = —

V(z) L^Cz/z^)

where z^ is a roughness length.* Figure A. 9 shows experimental

results and full scale measurements as documented by

Duchene-Marullaz [3]

.

In theory, as z approaches z , the percent turbulence goes

*It is also noted that as

becomes less satisfactory [3]

.

increases, the approximation
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FIG. A. 9. TURBULENCE PROFILE.
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to infinity. The real situation has low mean wind speeds coupled

with high turbulence, creating a very gusty environment.

The turbulence spectrum appropriate to atmospheric wind has

been described in the literature [3,5,9]. The spectrum grows

naturally out of the boundary layer velocity and turbulence

profiles. The spectrum of the turbulence in the BBN wind tunnel

reflects the serai-urban profile of the experiment.

In general, turbulence energy shifts toward higher

frequencies in an urban center because of complex mixing of

random vortices. Thus, the exact nature of local gustiness is

more a function of immediate surroundings than upwind spectrum.

An example of spectrum shift can be found in flow funneling; as

large scale vortices are destroyed by a narrowing passage way or

urban "canyon," the low-frequency/long-wavelength energy is

reapportioned to smaller vortices and higher frequencies.

A. 2. 2 Model

A 1:400 scale wooden model of the area surrounding the site

was constructed to fit on the 8-ft-diameter turntable. The model

includes an area equivalent to a 3200-ft-diameter circle (full

scale) and is shown in Figs. A. 10 and A. 11.

The existing condition includes all buildings that are

presently under construction - Devonshire Towers and One Post

Office Square - and includes the entire site as an

interchangeable piece.

The conditions are compared by exchanging the entire site

with "as is" and proposed building elements.
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FIG. A. 10. UNPAINTED MODEL SHOWING EXISTL'IG CO^JOITIONS (THIS INCLUDES

DEVONSHIRE TOWERS AND ONE POST OFFICE SQUARE - BOTH
PRESENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION).
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FIG. A. 11. WIND TUNNEL MODEL (THE AUTHOR IS SHOWN PLACING THE PROPOSED
BUILDING MODEL) .
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A. 2. 3 Experimental technique

Using constant temperature probe anemometers (Sec. A. 1.2)

and plotting mean and RMS components of wind speed (Sec. A. 1.3),

the ground level wind environment was evaluated for a given

building configuration and sensor location.

Sensor locations were chosen to evaluate important

intersections and building entrances as well as known windy

locations. For building and plaza wires, directional bias was

minimized by holding physical properties of the hot wire itself

away from the wind. A plaza and building wire are shown in Fig.

A. 12. a and A.12.b.

A hot wire - building or plaza - is fixed in position with

double sided tape. The mean and RMS components of velocity are

plotted as the model slowly rotates on a turntable (one

revolution of 353 degrees takes approximately five minutes)

.

Data are taken for two complete turns of the model - one

counterclockwise as viewed from above, and one the reverse.

Direction of rotation and time dependent hystereses are

compensated for by double plotting.

In cases where existing and proposed configurations are

compared, the wire location is fixed. The building elements for

existing and proposed configurations are interchanged. This

ensures that only the effect of changing the buildings is tested.

No inconsistencies arise from moving the wire.

For the cases where locations are specific to the proposed

buildings, only the "proposed" configuration is evaluated, and

comparison must be made with surrounding sensor locations. The

tests were conducted with an upstream gradient level wind speed

of 25 fps (7.6 mps) . This is equivalent to a Reynolds number of:
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15 in,

10 in,

person
1.5m
(5 '10")

a. Plaza Wire

.15 in.

10 in

person
1.5 m
(5'10")

b. Building Wire

FIG. A. 12. BBN PEDESTRIAN LEVEL HOT WIRE PROBES (PINS ARE 0.020 in,

DIAMETER, WIRE IS 0.002 in.).
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Re = ^ = 1.53 X loVft

where V is velocity, v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid,

and L is a reference length. For drag on submerged objects, this

is in the flat range of the drag vs Reynolds Number curve.

The atmospheric boundary layer is modeled for velocity and

turbulence profiles (Sees. A. 2. 1.1 and A. 2. 1.2). The sensor

remains fixed for the comparison of existing and proposed

conditions. The use of comparisons and closely modeled "real"

winds should ensure that the evaluation is qualitatively

consistent and quantitatively correct.

A. 2. 4 Data reduction

The weather records available from the National Climatic

Center divide the compass into sixteen azimuths lettered: N, NNE,

NE, ENE, E, ESE, SE, SSE, and so forth.

For consistency, the plots of wind speed vs azimuth are

likewise divided into 16 azimuth "windows." The mean and rms

component of wind speed are averaged over each 22.5° segment.

Two-place precision is maintained in transferring percentages

from the plots to an input file for the computer algorithm.

Inherent in this procedure are the shortcomings of

discretization; small localized "peaks" and "valleys" are

averaged in and wind speeds that slowly increase or decrease

through an azimuth window are lumped as an average. These

characteristics are common to all sensor locations and all

building conditions. Any effects will tend to cancel.

As noted in Sec. A. 1.3, the RMS of turbulence is plotted at
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four times actual scale. In reducing the data, no compensation

is made for this. Rather, as values for Vrms are read into the

computer algorithm, they are scaled down by a factor of 4.0.

Table A.l shows the input data for sensor 6. Figure A. 13 shows

the values for V (mean/V(grad) , V (rms) /V(grad) , V (ef f ) /V (grad) and

%Turb., where;

V(eff) = V(mean) + 1.5V(rms),

%Turb. = V (rms) /V (mean) ,

as output by the computer algorithm.

The numbers as read from the plots are averaged by eye, and

the subsequent accuracy is assumed to be 0.01. Since small

differences in the input percentages result in changes in output,

the results of the computer algorithm require physical

interpretation.

TABLE 1. INPUT DATA FOR TYPICAL SENSOR

MEAN
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A. 2. 5 Algorithm

The computer algorithm developed by BBN for pedestrian wind

studies serves to combine test results with Boston wind records

to provide statistical predictions for frequency of occurrence

for various average and gust wind velocities.

A. 2. 5.1 Data Base

The data base for the computer algorithm is comprised of

three summaries of winds aloft data recorded at Boston's Logan

Airport and summarized by the National Climatic Center. The

measured velocities are considered one minute averages.

Originally prepared for the University of Western Ontario, the

summaries include:

Surface and 500m 1/45-12/55 (4 Obs./Day)

SFC, 150,300 & 500m 1/56-12/64 (4 Obs./Day)

SFC & 500m 1/65-5/73 (2 Obs./Day)

.

If all data points had been included, the resulting number

of observations would have been: 35,342. Because of

complications, days off, and equipment problems, the database

consists of 29, 007 samples (a success rate of 82%). Only the

data for 500m were used, and they are considered to be a good

representation of gradient level winds.

The data are given as the number of observations originating

from a given azimuth within a velocity range. For seasonal and

annual data bases, the matrices of observations for azimuths and

velocity ranges are combined from each of the three summaries.

The observations are summarized by month and the seasons are

formed as follows:
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Winter: December, January, February
Spring: March, April, May
Summer: June, July, August
Fall: September, October, November.

The data are represented in Figs. A. 14, A. 15, A. 16 as polar

plots of average velocity vs azimuth for various probabilities,

and a curve of probability of wind originating from an azimuth (a

22.5° section) .

For the properties of mean wind speed, considerable

attention has been paid to averaging time (3,7,8,9,10). A

spectral gap exists in the range of 10 to 30 minutes, suggesting

an optimum averaging time in that range. For proper sampling for

engineering applications, average velocities free from spectral

bias can be combined with local spectral and averaging

statistics.

Two problems inherent in the data base need consideration:

First, because the averaging time for the samples is one minute,

greater scatter should be observed than in a distribution of 10

to 30-minute average wind speeds. Second, owing to equipment

limitations, the highest velocities may have been truncated.

These opposing inconsistencies cannot be easily resolved and

are widely recognized as limitations in the accuracy of wind

engineering. Judgment suggests that the effect of scatter from

short period averaging will tend to exaggerate the higher

velocities, while any truncation caused by equipment limitations

would underestimate high winds. Without further research, these

effects are considered to be compensating, and the resulting

uncertainty is acknowledged. However, it should be recognized

that the quantitative errors arising from the inaccuracies in the

wind records can be of the order of 35% [11] , whereas the wind
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ANNUAL

20

Legend for Figs. A. 14, A. 15, and A, 16:

^""^—'Velocity measured radially for a

specified probability of being exceeded.

^— --'Probability of wind originating from

an azimuth (22.5°) as a percentage.

Units are mps for velocity and percentage
for azimuth probability.

FIG. A. 14. WIND ROSE FOR ANNUAL SPEEDS AND DISTRIBUTION.
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WINTER

FIG. A. 15. WIND ROSES FOR WINTER AND SPRING.
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SUMMER

AUTUMN

FIG. A. 16. WIND ROSES FOR SUMMER AND AUTUMN.
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tunnel modeling itself is accurate to 5%,

A. 2. 5. 2 Method of Statistical Fit

It has been demonstrated [3,11] that for an isotropic wind

environment with a Gaussian distribution the theoretical

probability distribution of velocity is a Rayleigh distribution:

P(>V) = e
-VV2a2

where P(>V) is the probability that a velocity V will be

exceeded, and is a characteristic of the parent population.

To extrapolate to anisotropic direction characteristics, the

Weibull distribution may be used. Like the Rayleigh

distribution, the Weibull allows additional flexibility by

providing a variable exponent k:

POY) = e-W=)
k

It is noted that the Rayleigh distribution is a specialized

Weibull distribution with k = 2.0.

The distribution can be linearized by a double logarithmic

operator to yield:

LnC-Ln(P(>V))] = kLnV = kLnc

By using the numerical histogram data provided by the wind
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records, the values of P (>v) can be computed for increments of

V. The resulting pairs of points; LnV, Ln(-LnP(> ^) ) , are fit by

least squares method to arrive at the best fit k and C.

For the Boston wind records, Fig. A. 17 plots Ln(-LnP( v) ) vs

Ln(v) for three data sets and gives the resulting Weibull

parameters.

For annual winds, the overall distribution (counting all

observations and disregarding direction), k and c are 1.88 and

10 .7 mps (23.9 raph) .

Comparing with 500m winds aloft records at New York's

Kennedy Airport, Davenport [3] shows k and c to be 1.87 and 25.5

mph (11.4 mps). This agreement is consistent with the assumption

that gradient level winds are not influenced by local terrain

roughness, but rather depend on weather patterns and large scale

terrain features (mountains, deserts, lakes) .

The gradient level winds are represented by azimuth for each

season or annually by the Weibull distribution with constants k

and c.

The additional parameter of importance is the probability

that the wind will originate from a particular azimuth. This

azimuth probability is computed by summing the observations in

all velocity ranges for a given azimuth and dividing by the total

number of observations in the data base.

A. 2. 5. 3 Prediction of Ground Level Winds

Once the data are acquired and reduced to percentages of

gradient level wind and the wind speed distribution for each

azimuth is defined, it remains only to link the two and predict

ground level winds.
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2,0

a.1

e

c

-2.5

4.0

Ln(r)

FI5. A. 17. PLOT OF Ln(-Ln(P(>V) ) ) vs Ln(V) FOR BOSTON WEATHER DATA AND

WEIBULL PARAMETERS.
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A high-speed digital computer is used to process and combine

the information (Sec. A. 1.4). The algorithm works as follows:

A velocity is chosen: '^nomf

For each azimuth, the V^^^j^^f is divided by V^ggj^/Vgj.^^ as

input, and also divided by '^Qff/'^n^^^-

The resulting terms can be thought of as the gradient level

wind speeds necessary to produce mean and effective gust

velocities equal to V ^

Example

:

°^ta: Vn,ean/Vgrad = 0-36
Veff/V r d = 0.51

^comf = 3-0 "iPS-

Vgrad Vcomf/^mean =8-33

^grad ^comf/^eff = 5. 88

The probability that the gradient level wind speed will be

sufficient to produce Vcomf at ground level is computed as

outlined in Sec. A. 2. 5. 2:

Example: Let k = 1.90 C = 10.7, and using the data from above,

P(>8.33) = 0.54
P(>5.88) = 0.73.

This indicates that the probabilities of experiencing mean

and effective gusts of 3 mps are 0.54 and 0.73 when the wind is

blowing from the particular azimuth for which the above numbers

apply.

By applying the probability that the wind will originate

from the azimuth, the contribution to the total probability that

^comf will be exceeded follows directly:
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P^(az^) CP(>V)]^ = P^(>v)

Where P- (az) is the probability that wind will blow from azimuth

i, P^ (>V ) is the probability that, given the wind blows from

azimuth i the ground level wind speed will be V £. Thus, the

total probability that Vcomf will be exceeded is:

The probability for mean wind can be considered equivalent

to a percentage of time that a given wind speed will be observed.

For the effective gust, the duration can be considered to be

approximately 40 sec. The likelihood of occurrence of a gust

velocity 1.5 standard deviations greater than the mean is

approximately 6.7%.* This suggests that during any 1-hr period

(3600 sec) for approximately 240 sec (4 min) , the velocity will

exceed 1.5 standard deviations above the mean.

To make further assumptions about the exact behavior of the

gustiness is difficult. It is assumed that while some gusts will

exceed the level of V^^, their duration will be shorter. For

qualitative assessment, it is sufficient to suggest that the

effective gust velocity is a measure of gustiness and includes

effects of both mean wind speed and local turbulence.

*This assumes that wind velocity can be approximated by a mean
and time-varying component with Gaussian distribution about the

mean.
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APPENDIX B
COMFORT CRITERIA

Establishing standards by which the quality of the wind

environment can be judged is both complex and subjective. The

effects of gustiness, temperature, and other weather conditions

combined with a user^'s experience, age, and physical condition

lead to a location's subjective acceptance or rejection. In

addition, the greater the attraction to a place, the less

important the wind environment becomes as a factor.

In evaluating the windiness of a place, a person will

mentally compare his immediate environment to others from his

experience. In addition, a location may be considered too windy

for eating lunch but not too windy for walking through. Equally

important for evaluating windiness is the frequency of high winds

and the other climatic factors. Winter, for example, may be a

windy time of year in a location that might be very calm in the

summer. A rare windy day might close an outdoor cafe with little

frustration on the part of its owners, but a few windy days per

month could close it permanently. Wind is a natural phenomenon,

and where a general condition of windiness exists, public

tolerance will be proportional.

Perception of windiness, and the most critical aspects of

safety, depend to a large extent on gustiness or turbulence. In

walking, a high steady wind can be compensated for by leaning to

windward and continuing along. A moderate mean wind speed with

unpredictable high-speed gusts is more unpleasant and more

dangerous than a high steady wind.

Useful comfort criteria must include some consideration for
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gustiness and must also relate levels of tolerable wind speeds

with acceptable frequencies of recurrence.

The earliest attempt to relate wind speed to visible

characteristic effects was made by Admiral Francis Beaufort in

1805, to allow his crewmen to "quantify" wind velocity. The

resulting Beaufort Scale was adjusted to reflect wind effects

observed on land; it forms the basis for comfort criteria in

articles by Isyumov and Davenport [6] , and Lawson and Penwarden

[7] (Table B.l) .

The Beaufort Scale applies well to rural and suburban

conditions, but it emphasizes mean wind speeds rather than

gustiness. The physical effects attributed to the Beaufort

Numbers will be induced by lower mean wind speeds for areas of

higher turbulence.

More recent works by Murakami et al. [9] and Cohen et al.

[1] have modified prior velocity levels toward more rigid

criteria. Melbourne and Joubert [8] have documented a 3-sec gust

of 23 mps as having upended two girls, and the author's

subsequent recommendation for suitable criteria reflects their

exper iences.

Murakami et al. [9] employed wind tunnel and precinct tests

and analyses to arrive at comfort criteria based on a 3-sec gust

velocity, but excluded acceptable recurrence frequencies. Cohen

et al. [1] conducted tests and surveys in Boston using wind

tunnel tests as comparison to develop comfort criteria based on

mean wind speed. These studies tend toward more rigid criteria

than were proposed in earlier work.

These more rigid criteria must be tempered with realism and

be flexible enough to account for regional and cultural

differences.
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TABLE 1. EXTRACTS FROM BEAUFORT SCALE.

F Descr. Wind Speeds* Specif,
(mph) (mps)
Mean Range

2 Light Brz. 5 4-7 Wind felt on face;
Gentle Brz. (4) (3-6) leaves rustle.

<1.2> <l-2>

3 Gentle. Brz. 10 8-12 Leaves and small twigs
(8) (6-10) in constant motion; wind
<2.5> <1.8-3> extends flag

4 Mod. Brz. 15 12-18 Raises dust and loose
(12) (10-15) papers; small branches
<3.7> <3-4.6> are moved.

5 Fresh brz. 21 19-24 Small trees in leaf
(17) (15-20) begin to sway.
<5.2> <4.6-6.1>

6 Strong Brz. 28 25-31 Large branches in

(22) (19-25) motion whistling heard
<6.7> <5.8-7.6> in telephone wires;

use of umbrellas difficult,

7 Mod. Gale 35 32-39 Whole trees in motion;
(28) (25-31) Inconvenience felt when
<8.5> <7.6- walking against wind.

9.5>

8 Gale 42 39-46 Breaks twigs off trees;

(34) (31-38) Generally impedes
<10.4> <9.5- progress.

11. 6>

These are wind speeds at reference height of 10 m (30 ft) nearer
the ground - for example at 2 m (6 ft) - the speeds may be about
80% of the mean speeds indicated, (figures shown in parentheses,
<meters per second>).
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The criteria of Cohen et al. [1] (Table B.2) are mean wind

speeds based on highly turbulent conditions, with the result of

specifying low mean velocities to compensate for the possibility

of large gusts.

TABLE 2. PEDESTRIAN SAFETY/COMFORT STANDARDS FOR URBAN WINDS:
FROM COHEN ET AL. [1]

Activity Area One-Hour- Permitted
Average Wind Occurrence
Speed Frequency

All Pedestrian Areas Limit 9.1 m/sec 0.1%
for Safety (20 mph)

Major Walkways, especially 9.1 m/sec 0.1%
Principal Egress Path (20 mph)
High-Rise Buildings

Other Pedestrian Walkways 6.4 m/sec 5%
including Street and Arcade (14 mph)
Shopping Areas

Open Plazas and Park 3.6 m/sec 15%
Areas, Walking, Strolling (8 mph)
Activities

Open Plaza and Park 2.3 m/sec 20%
Sitting Areas, Open-Air (5 mph)
Restaurants

Work by Durst [5] , as reiterated by Simiu and Scanlan [10]

,

correlates averaging time with expected maximum velocity. Table

B.3 shows the coefficient C(t) for various averaging times t (in

sec) for use in the equation:

^t = ^3600 ^ ^^^^ ^-^^^
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TABLE 3. COEFFICIENT C(T) FROM DURST [5]

t 1 10 20 30 50 100 200 300 600 1000 3600

c(t) 3.00 2.32 2.00 1.73 1.35 1.02 0.70 0.54 0.36 0.16 0.00

where v is the RMS of the time-varying velocity component. As

stated in Sec. A. 2. 5. 3, a factor C(t) = 1.5 is consistent with an

averaging time of 40 sees.

It can be deduced that in order to account for gustiness,

the comfort criteria of Cohen et al. [1] required an assumption

of turbulence intensity:

V
— h

V
3600

If the equation (1) is rewritten;

\ = ^3600 1 + C(t)
L^3600j

The gust velocity V^ for a gust of duration t can be

considered as the product of a gust factor g and mean hourly wind

speed V where

:

g = 1 + C(t)[f»TURB]

Cohen et al. [1] document wind gust factors of between 2 and

4 for wind gusts of 0.1-sec duration based on 20-min. averages.
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Assuming a C(t) as high as 3.5 for this time difference, the

observed turbulence intensity for the conditions described might

be as high as 60 or 70%.

Several authors [6,7,8,9] agree that the important gust

duration is approximately three seconds. For shorter periods,

gusts may not be perceived as easily, and enough momentum

transfer to knock a person off balance is not likely to occur.

For a 3-sec gust, the Durst coefficient C{t) is interpolated to

be approximately 2.7. For safety, Cohen et al. [1] consider a

mean wind speed of 9.1 mps as a limit. If the turbulence level

were 60%, the resulting 3-sec gust velocity would be:

V3 = V25qq(1+2.7(0.60))

= 9.1(2.62) = 23.8 mps

This closely parallels observations by Melbourne and

Joubert. The difficulty that arises in applying the criteria of

Cohen is that for funneling and other observed phenomena that

raise mean wind speed, the associated turbulence intensity drops

[6,10,12] .

Because the study by Cohen et al. [1] was conducted in

Boston and includes recommended recurrence frequencies, the

criteria will be used as the basis for evaluating effective gust

velocities by correcting the wind speeds for averaging time.

This will be accomplished by conservatively assuming the criteria

as written to apply to an environment with a 50% turbulence

intensity.

There is an inherent difficulty in predicting velocity

levels for short-duration gusts. The statistical accuracy of
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such predictions increases as the probabilities decrease. Thus,

it is more difficult to accurately predict 3-sec gusts of a given

speed than gusts of a longer duration. For this reason, the

effective gust velocities are predicted for a 40-sec period. For

application to the effective gust velocity, the Durst equation,

as recommended by Isyumov and Davenport [6], becomes:

^eff
= V36oo^l-^l-5)(0.50)) = 1.75(V3gQQ) .

This constant factor is applied to the criteria of Cohen et

al., and the results are listed in Table B-4.

Physically, the effective gust velocity can be considered as

the wind speed, which is likely to be exceeded approximately 6.7%

of each hour. The associated probability is the percent of hours

each year during which this velocity level may be expected. The

accuracy of statistical prediction of extreme wind speeds depends

upon the data base. The standard deviation of the predicted

probabilities increases as the probability decreases. Predicting

velocity in the range where the probability is 0.001 can result

in errors in the probability of +100%. Human acceptance is

dependent more on daily or frequent high winds than on rare

storms. Therefore, since predicting is more accurate at lower

probabilities, the 0.01 or 1% mean and effective gust speed are

compared.

The values of acceptable limits for a probability of 0.01

have been interpolated for the modified criteria of Cohen et

al. [1]

:

MEAN: EFFECTIVE GUST:

7.8 mps 13.6 mps

The subsequent selection of 13.6 mps as a limit for
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TABLE 4. PEDESTRIAN SAFETY/COMFORT STANDARDS FOR URBAN WINDS:

Activity Area Effective Gust Permitted
Velocity Occurrence

Frequency

All Pedestrian Areas 15.9 m/sec 0.1%
Limit for Safety (35.6 mph)

Major Walkways 15.9 m/sec 0.1%
Especially (35.6 mph)
Principal Egress
Path for High-Rise
Buildings

Other Pedestrian 11.2 m/sec 5%
Walkways (25 mph)
Including Street
and Arcade
Shopping Areas

Open Plazas 6.3 m/sec 15%
and Park Areas (14.1 mph)
Walking, Strolling
Activities

Open Plaza and 4.0 m/sec 20%

Park Sitting (9 mph)
Areas, Open-
Air Restaurants
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acceptability includes the effects of gustiness, the documented

perceptions of Boston pedestrians, and a recommended recurrence

frequency.
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APPENDIX C
COMPARISON OP MEAN AND EFFECTIVE GUST WIND SPEEDS

(FOR MEAN WIND SPEED, THE PROBABILITY OF EXCEEDING THE VALUE
GIVEN IS 1.0%. FOR THE EFFECTIVE GUST WIND SPEED, THE VALUE
GIVEN WILL BE EXCEEDED FOR APPROXIMATELY 6.7% OF EACH HOUR

FOR 1.0% OF ALL HOURS)

.

SENSOR
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SENSOR
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SENSOR LOCATION V(MEAN) V(EFF. GDST)

SEASON: EX. WI EX. WI

Sensor #8

Winter :

Spring

:

S umme r

;

Autumn

:

Annual:

5.5
5.1
4.4
5.1

5.1

8.9
8.1
6.8
7.9

8.1

8.6
8.0
6.9
8.0

8.0

11.8
10.9
9.3

10.6

10.8

Sensor #9

Winter ;

Spring

;

S umme r

;

Autumn

;

Annual;

5.0
5.0
4.3
4.7

4.8

6.5
6.6
5.8
6.4

6.4

7.5
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SENSOR
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SENSOR
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APPENDIX D
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED 53 STATE STREET

What follows is a location by location assessment of

predicted ground level wind speeds. Where physical evidence

suggests causes for change from the existing to the proposed

conditions, these will be explained. In cases where slight

changes indicated are physically unfounded, their origins may be

considered experimental and such will be indicated.

As a basis for comparison, the 1.0% mean and effective wind

speeds will be compared for existing and proposed conditions for

both seasonal and annual predictions. This is equivalent to the

mean wind speed which might be expected for no more than 1.0% of

the time, and the effective gust velocity which might be expected

to occur 6.7% of each hour for 1.0% of all hours.

Figure 2.1 shows sensor locations for both the preliminary

and final studies.
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D-1 LOCATION 1: New England Merchants National Bank - SW
Corner

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)
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D.2 LOCATION 2: Plaza Entry to 60 State Street, On State
Street Side

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V{MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

EX. WI.SEASON:
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D.3 LOCATION 3: The Intersection of State and Washington
Streets

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

SEASON:
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D.4 LOCATION 4: State St. at Its Intersection with
Merchants Row

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFP. GUST)

SEASON:
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D.5 LOCATION 5: The Boston Company Building on Court Street

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. COST)

SEASON:
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D.6 LOCATION 6: Center of Congress St. -State St.
Intersection

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

EX. WI.SEASON:
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D.7 LOCATION 7: Congress St. at Quaker Ln . - West Side of
Street

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. COST)

SEASON: EX. WI . EX. WI.

Sensor #7
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D.8 LOCATION 8: Congress St. at Exchange Place

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GOST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI.

Sensor #8

Winter: 5.5 8.9
Spring: 5.1 8.1
Sununer

:

4.4 6.8
Autumn: 5.1 7.9

Annual: 5.1 8.1 8.0 10.8

8.6
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D.9 LOCATION 9: Kilby St. at Exchange Place

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFP. GUST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI

.

Sensor #9

Winter: 5.0 6.5
Spring: 5.0 6.6
Sununer

:

4.3 5.8
Autumn: 4.7 6.4

Annual: 4.8 6.4 7.1 8.4

The increase in winds here are due primarily to the

constriction of flow resulting from the loss of the parking lot

presently on the corner of the proposed site.

An increase in mean wind speed from the North-East and

South-East directions accounts for the higher winds.

Characteristically, the turbulence intensity for these azimuths

decreases, resulting in increases in the effective gust velocity

which are less than the increase in mean wind speed. For example

Vmean increases by 33% while Veff increases by 18%. This is

consistent with the assessment that the worsened wind environment

results from a flow constriction.
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D-10 LOCATION 10: South Side of Exchange Place

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI

.

9.7 10.9
9.0 10.7
7.4 9.3
8.5 10.2

Annual: 6.3 8.3 8.9 10.5

Sensor #
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D.ll LOCATION 11: Liberty Square

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. COST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI

.

Sensor #11
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D.12 LOCATION 12: Post Office Square

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. COST)

SEASON:
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D.13 LOCATION 13: City Hall Plaza at Congress St. (Between
City Hall and New England Merchants Bank)

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI.

Sensor #13
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D.14 LOCATION 14: Kilby at State St. OSE Facade

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

SEASON:
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The addition of the proposed building diverts the south

winds preventing interaction with 60 State Street. Winds from

more westerly southern azimuths are diverted toward and hit 60

State Street and are then drawn down and around 60 State Street.

The parking lot between Doane and State Streets on Kilby,

provides an open volume in which a clockwise standing vortex is

established and the swirling winds are highest against the face

of the OSE. The result is that the origin of high winds has been

narrowed, (i.e. a narrower azimuth band) but has been shifted to

the more prevailing wind directions.

The northwest contribution to windiness is virtually

unaffected by the addition of the proposed building.

The most pronounced increase for this location occurs for

easterly winds. Slightly diverted by the proposed building, the

winds on 60 State Street will increase by a small amount. The

existing problem of downdrafts and flow constriction will be only

slightly aggravated. The source of the increase is Kilby Street,

which, (as described in sec. D.9) , has more wind flowing up it

north and westward) because of the loss of open volume at the

corner of Exchange Place.

It is the addition of projected building surface along the

west side of Kilby which catches the east winds as they blow over

the lower buildings to the east. This larger volume of air is

drawn up Kilby by the existing low pressure region and is

accelerated around the corner of the OSE.

Evidence indicates that winds hitting the high rise portion

of the proposed building above the level of the OSE roof flow

around the high rise and over the roof and do not contribute to

the problem. It is ironic that this phenomenon is more directly
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attributable to the development of a parking lot than to the

height of the building.

Although the increase in winds here is slight, the location

is already very windy and will get worse by about 6%. It is

difficult to judge the degree to which the worsening will be

perceptible. In light of the physical origins of the high winds

here, and because of the importance of preserving the OSE facade

no mitigation measures appear available.

D.15 LOCATION 15: Congress St. Entry to the Proposed
Building 5

Predicted Wind Environment:*

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GUST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI

.

Sensor #15

Winter: - 7.3 - 11.0
Spring: - 6.5 - 9.9
S umme r :

- 5.5 - 8.3
Autumn: - 6.6 - 9.8

Annual: - 6.6 - 10.0

This sensor location tests the quality of the wind

environment at the main building entry and thus evaluates the

wind tunnel role in designing the adjacent elements.

*No Existing Condition Exists
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The environment within the plaza area is quite calm, with

mean wind speeds in the summer exceeding 3.0 mps (6.6mph) only 11

percent of the time. Criteria in Cohen, et al [1], (and

reprinted as Table B.2) suggests that the area will be acceptable

for long exposure, (i.e. eating, lunch outdoors, chatting etc.).

D.16 LOCATION 16: The Corner of State and Congress Streets
as modified by the proposed project

Predicted Wind Speeds:*

V(MEAN) V(EFF. GDST)

SEASON: EX. WI

.

EX. WI.

Sensor #16

Winter: - 7.4 - 10.4
Spring: - 6.9 - 9.8

Summer: - 6.1 - 8.6
Autumn: - 6.9 - 9.5

Annual: - 6.9 - 9.7

The end of the facade of the OSE marks the new corner of the

block on the proposed building site. A sensor was placed at this

location to assess the impact at the corner due to rerouting of

the winds at the intersection, (see sec. D.2).

The wind appears to have been tamed somewhat by the removal

*No Existing Condition Exists
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of part of the existing block of buildings, so that while flow is

being diverted away from State St. and down Congress, no adverse

corner accelerations are taking place.

D.17 LOCATION 17: State St. at its Intersection with
Devonshire St.

Comparison of Predicted Wind Speeds:

V(MEAN) V(EFF. COST)

SEASON:
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